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Company: Antal International

Location: Romania

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Job Description

The young Master Data Governance department aims to improve the quality of the

company's key master data worldwide and to introduce reliable processes for master data

management. For this important and challenging task, we are looking for a

Global Data Owner (m/f/d) - Material Master / Sales / Purchasing / Controlling

Location: Romania

Your tasks:

As Global Data Owner, you will be responsible for defining, prioritizing, and implementing the

Global Master Data Governance - Roadmap at the company client, working seamlessly

with various cross-functional teams

You will develop into the central company-wide knowledge carrier about the structure,

characteristics, and use of data objects in the material master/sales /

purchasing/controlling

For the data objects for which you are responsible, you will develop the global definition of

the structure, use, and characteristics of the associated data fields

Coordinate the system-wide implementation of the data field definitions made

Designing data maintenance processes, guidelines, key figures, and authorization concepts

Your profile:

You have completed an analytical, technical or business degree or a comparable qualification
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Ideally, you have professional experience in the field of data management or IT

Initial experience in the area of material master / sales / purchasing / controlling to a

company in the mechanical and plant engineering sector is desirable

Independent working style, analytical and structured approach as well as conceptual skills and

creativity characterize you

You have experience in managing and leading (agile) projects

You are characterized by openness and passion for data as well as strong communication

skills, reliability, and assertiveness

You are fluent in written and spoken English, German is a plus

Initiative, enjoy working in a team, commitment and willingness to learn, desire for

innovation

This is what you can look forward to:

Responsible and varied tasks in a young, motivated team

Internal training and opportunities for personal development to become a global data owner

Involvement in the introduction of new IT applications, e.g. SAP S4/HANA, PLM

Flexible working conditions to reconcile family and career with opportunities for mobile

working

We are happy to consider applications from all candidates who are able to demonstrate the

skills necessary to fulfill the role. We can only answer to the best-fit applicants. The

rest of the CVs are stored in our international talent pool for potential future matches.

Please note that your personal information will be treated in accordance with our

Privacy Policy. Thank you!

By applying to this job, you give your written consent and agreement to Antal Romania/

Cluj-Napoca Office to keep your CV in our systems and to send it to our clients for

evaluation as a candidate for the available positions in their organizations.

You are informed that your data will be kept according to Antal's Privacy Policy ()

Check Your Resume for Match



Upload your resume and our tool will compare it to the requirements for this job like

recruiters do.

Apply Now
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